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SUMMARY
Founded in 1969, Sephora is an international chain of
cosmetics stores carrying over 300 brands. In 1999,
the online store was launched, setting the tone for
the company's online brand.
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SOCIAL
MEDIA

Strategy: The beauty community has a powerful social
media presence, and as one of the biggest cosmetics
retailers, Sephora is no different. They are accessible on
all major platforms including Snapchat, Twitter, Instagram
and Facebook. Sephora to Go, a mobile app, is a recent
addition that seeks to further integrate social media and
the shopping experience.
Voice: Youthful, fun, and product-oriented, Sephora aims
to engage.
Content: Beautiful images and helpful tutorials help
Sephora get noticed by the avid beauty community based
primarily on Instagram and Youtube. Their website
integrates this kind of content with the shopping
experience. From David Aaker of Prophet.com: "The
digital customer experience is on-point. The BeautyTalk
section provides a way to converse with others, including
experts about makeup, skincare, fragrances and more"
(2016). This is essential for a community based primarily
online.



POSITIONING
Products: Sephora offers a range of high-end products and cult
makeup brands that goes far beyond the drugstore or makeup
counter. “Sephora and Ulta have tapped into every little girl’s
dream of being able to open up their mom’s makeup bag and just
play,” said Stephanie Wissink, a senior research analyst at Piper
Jaffray & Co. (2015). 
Community: Since the explosion of online makeup tutorials,
online makeup artists (MUAs) have become major influencers.
Sephora's content bridges the gap between cosmetic junkie and
newbie. 
Conclusion: Sephora's social media revolves around their online
shopping experience. Their content is interactive and engaging,
and they utilize less visual platforms to satisfy customer service
needs. 
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AUDIENCE
ANALYSIS

PRIMARY
TARGET

Women 25-50 years old
Higher socioeconomic standing
Value quality and will pay for it
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AUDIENCE
ANALYSIS

SECONDARY
TARGET 

Young women 13-20
Value prestige power

Follow trends & influencers

Products: Sephora offers a range of high-end products and cult



PERSONA
RELATIONSHIPS
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NEED
Satisfied by
Sephora

MONEY
To afford the products

INTEREST
in learning about Sephora's new products

Optimal target
audience

2 out of 3
Secondary optimal

targets
Need + Money | Money +Interest



OPTIMAL
TARGET
AUDIENCE
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Personas



THE  EVERYDAY
MUA
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CLIENT :  SEPHORA  |  PERSONA  NAME :  EVERYDAY  MUA  |  NAME :  DESI  |
TYPE :  LOYAL  CUSTOMER  |  ROLE :  MEDIA  MAVEN
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MOTIVATIONS

"MAKEUP IS 
ART.

I love to try new products and post
my favorite looks. The people I

follow are my most trusted sources
for product info."

GOALS

BEHAVIORS

PAIN  POINTS

dedicated to quality 
likes to research online

understands artistry

try new product launches 
find her favorite brands in one

place
share finds with her followers

content creator 
impulse buyer

prefers to buy in store but lives
online

online shipping is costly 
stores often don't carry new

launches



CASUAL
CONNOISSEUR
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CLIENT :  SEPHORA  |  PERSONA  NAME :  CASUAL  CONNOISSEUR  |  NAME :  SARA
TYPE :  SOCIALIZER  |  ROLE :  INTERIOR  DESIGNER



08 MOTIVATIONS

"QUALITY IS 
IMPORTANT TO 

ME,
but ultimately, I'm all

about ease."

quality products with aesthetic
wants something that will last
relies more on word-of-mouth

GOALS
save time by skipping the store

learn about deals on social media
personalize her shopping

experience

BEHAVIOR
online shopper

sticks to what she knows
likes functionality

social media conversationalist

PAIN  POINTS
not much free tim

doesn't know how to use certain
products

intimidated by salespeople



THE
MODERN
MOM
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CLIENT :  SEPHORA  |  PERSONA  NAME :  MODERN  MOM  |  NAME :
GINA  |  TYPE :  EAGER  CONSUMER  |  ROLE :  LIFESTYLE
ENTHUSIAST
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MOTIVATIONS

"I LOVE TO 
FEEL GOOD,

and shopping with my
girlfriends is always a plus."

likes the social aspect of shopping
can receive help from salespeople

easier to try products in store

GOALS
buy products to feel good

get a good deal
share her experience on facebook

BEHAVIORS
shopping is social

documents daily life on social medial
buys "sets"or regimen products

doesn't care about online shopping
frills

PAIN  POINTS
doesn't like apps

hard to find her favorite products
online

lack of engagement on posts



SECONDARY
TARGET

AUDIENCE
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personas



TEEN
KWEEN
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CLIENT :  SEPHORA  |  PERSONA  NAME :  TEEN  KWEEN  |  NAME :
SASHA  |  TYPE :  CULTURAL  CARNIVORE  |  ROLE :  STUDENT



18MOTIVATIONS

"SOCIAL MEDIA IS MY 
INSPIRATION.

I love seeing what my fave
celebrities are posting."

making her money go far
staying on trend

predicting "the next best thing"

GOALS
gaining followers on social media

earning prestige
validation from peers

BEHAVIORS
frequent poster

primarily a spectator, but also a
conversationalist

buys products because they are
popular"

PAIN  POINTS
not much disposable income

trends change frequently
does not engage with brands on

social media



AU
NATURALE
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CLIENT :  SEPHORA  |  PERSONA  NAME :  AU  NATURALE  |
NAME :  JANE  |  TYPE :  GOES  WITH  THE  FLOW  |  ROLE :
MUSEUM  COLLECTIONS  MANAGER



20 MOTIVATIONS

"MAKEUP ISN'T 
MY TOP 

PRIORITY,
but I like to look good for

special occasions."

laid-back shopping experience
saving money with online promos

feeling comfortable

GOALS
looking professional and polished

getting products with ease

BEHAVIORS
creature of habit

critic
intimidated by shopping in-store

active

PAIN  POINTS
skeptical of brands on social

media
prefers the ease of online

shopping
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